Liabilities and Damages in International Commercial Agreements

Description: Reduce your exposure to risk and liability in your contracts in two essential days

Why you should attend this seminar:

Now is not the time for weaknesses in your commercial contracts when risk and liability have to be kept to a minimum. During the negotiation of international commercial agreements, the exact exposure in relation to damages is often not properly identified, anticipated or understood. Frequently, the parties are:

- Unaware of the true nature of the law of damages in the chosen governing law of the contract
- Unaware of the fundamental differences of approach in the Common Law and Civil Law systems
- Unaware that their attempts at limiting or excluding their liability may be ineffective

This specialist two-day seminar has been expressly developed to focus exclusively on this subject. The seminar offers a wide-ranging and detailed understanding of the law of damages under English law with comparisons to Civil Law jurisdictions. Presented by international specialists in the field, the seminar shall enable participants to effectively draft and negotiate contracts with knowledge and confidence.

As a result of attending you will be able to:

- Identify the potential risks presented by international commercial agreements
- Understand what is recoverable and why
- Be able to effectively address the exclusions and limitations of liability
- Familiarise yourself with the remedies available, and the most advantageous situation and context in which to tactically apply them
- Master the impact of time limits, Force Majeure and the burden of proof
- Grasp the quantum of damages under Common and Civil Law

Comparative workshop sessions

A special feature of this programme is the comparative workshops sessions led by internationally qualified facilitators where specific clauses will be examined through their different interpretations in varied jurisdictions.

This course qualifies for the following CPD programmes:

- Solicitors Regulation Authority: 11.00 hours
- General Council of the Bar: 11.50 hours
- Certificate: 11.00 hours

* Please note, events may be cancelled due to commercial or organisational reasons. In this case Research and Markets will refund all registration fees which have already been paid. Research and Markets will not refund any charges arising from the participant having to cancel or re-book transportation or accommodation which he or she has arranged.
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Research and Markets,
Guinness Centre,
Taylors Lane,
Dublin 8,
Ireland.
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